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Cascade of small pits in moulin 2A, Glacier Aldegonda, Spitsbergen, September 2004 
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At home, 2003, photo by N.I. Osokin 

 

        
Left – in moulin at Hansbreen, 1979, photo by J. Zygmunt; right – Spitsbergen, 2003, photo by A. Tyz 
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MARIAN PULINA 

(1936-2005) 

 

 

On October 22nd, 2005 after a short but very serious 
disease died in Katowice Marian Pulina – one of the 
founders of the Commission of Glacier Caves and 
Cryokarst in Polar and High Mountain Regions of the 
International Union of Speleology. He was Polish 

speleologist, karstologist and explorer of the Polar Regions, 
outstanding geographer and geomorphologist, professor of 
the University of Silesia in Sosnowiec (Poland).  

Marian Pulina was born on August 3rd, 1936 in 
Bydgoszcz (North Poland). He studied geography in the 
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Faculty of Natural Sciences of the University of Wroclaw 
in the period of 1954-1959. In that time he started his own 
speleological studies in caves of the Sudety and Tatra Mts. 
He was one of the founders of Wroclaw Caving Section of 
the Tourist Club in 1955 and participated in expeditions of 
Speleoclub of Warsaw to Tatra Mts. In the years of 1962-
1964 he was a scholarship holder of the Institute of 
Geography Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw and he 
worked in the research station in Sudety Mts. In this 
Institute Marian Pulina defended his PhD thesis (Karst 
phenomena of the Sudety Mts.). In the years of 1964-1965 
Marian Pulina spent several months in the Moscow State 
University of name Lomonosov (studied ice physics) and 
in the Institute of Earth’s Crust Siberian Branch of Russian 
Academy of Sciences in Irkutsk (studied and worked on 
karst hydrogeology and engineering geology). Marian 
Pulina started his teaching career in the Institute of 
Geography University of Wroclaw in 1965, in the 
Department of Geomorphology supervised by Professor 
Alfred Jahn. He was an assistant and later associated 
professor in this Department (1965-1974). In 1972 Marian 
Pulina made habitation on the Faculty of Natural Sciences, 
University of Wroclaw. Later, in 1975 he started to 
organize Laboratory of Karst Geomorphology (now 
Department of Geomorphology with division of Karst 
Geomorphology) in the University of Silesia in Sosnowiec. 
In 1976 he moved to Sosnowiec, where spent almost 30 
years of his very active life supervising the only one in 
Poland scientific and didactic unit dedicated to karst 
studies. Cave and karst studies of Marian Pulina were 
concentrated on different aspects of karst evolution, 
hydrochemistry, 

chemical denudation, cave microclimate and active 
periglacial processes in caves (i.e. Tatra Mts.), human 
activity in karst, glacier caves and especially cryokarst. It 
resulted in more than 150 papers and several books. He 
created the Polish school of karstology, with over 150 
undergraduate students (not only in Poland), dozens of 
graduate PhD students and the first textbook on karstology 
in Polish (Karst. Forms and processes).  

He was a co-creator of Polish speleological bulletin 
«Speleologia» in 1959 and later he was a founder of «Kras i 
speleologia» in 1977. For many years Marian Pulina was a 
member of editorial boards of «Karstologia», «International 
Journal of Speleology», «Geographical Journal» of Polish 
Geographical Society and «Polish Polar Research».  

Marian Pulina was a very active member of several 
important scientific commissions and societies. He was a 
full member of the Karst Commission (previous Study 
Group) of International Geographical Union and two 
commissions of the International Speleological Union. He 
created International Program of Genesis and Evolution of 
Karst (PIGEK) in frame of the UIS Commission of Karst 
Physicochemistry and Hydrogeology. The program was 
dedicated to experimental hydrochemical researches in small 
karstic catch areas in Poland (Sudety Mts.), Cuba (Sierra del 
Rosario), Spitsbergen (Hornsund area) and Bulgaria 
(Rodopy Mts. and Stara Planina).  

In 1966 Marian Pulina participated in discovery of the 
Niedzwiedzia (Bear) Cave in Sudety Mts. and organized 
multidisciplinary research group for the cave studies. Later 
the group of researchers founded a base for protection of this 
cave located in an active marble quarry and for opening it as 
a show cave.  

 

 
At home, 2003, photo by N.I. Osokin 
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In 1975 Marian Pulina founded annual winter meetings 
– Speleological School (SS). They were at the beginning 
Polish-Czech meetings organized by the University of 
Wroclaw, dedicated mostly to karst studies in Sudety Mts. 
After few years the School started to be a real international 
event with participation of foreign researchers of different 
disciplines associated with speleological studies. The 
specificity of the School is glacier caves and cryokarst 
session included in the program. In the frame of 
Speleological School several important meetings of 
International Union of Speleology took place. In 1991 (9th 
SS in Miedzygorze) the 2nd Symposium of Glacier Caves 
and Karst in Polar Regions was held. The 24th Speleological 
School organized by the University of Silesia and the 
Authority of Moravian Karst Landscape Park (Czech Rep.) 
was held in February 2005. 

Apart from Speleological School Marian Pulina initiated 
and organized many different symposia and workshops. In 
cooperation with French Association of Karstologists 
(AFK) he organized two important meetings of their “table 
ronde” – French-Polish in 1987 held in Sudety Mts. and 
Silesian-Cracow Upland in Poland and French-Russian-
Polish in 1996 held in Ural and Siberia. He initiated 
organization of Regional Meeting of the IGCP 448 «World 
Correlation on Karst Geology and Its Relevant Ecosystem». 
The meeting held in Irkutsk in June 2003 and was 
organized by Institute of Earth’s Crust Russian Academy of 
Sciences (Russia), Department of Geomorphology 
University of Silesia (Poland) and Institute of Karst 
Geology Chinese Academy of Sciences (China).  

Marian Pulina was a pioneer of scientific studies of 
caves and the internal drainage in glaciers of polar regions. 
His indirect contact with Arctic started in 1963 when he 
began to collaborate with Professor Jean Corbel from the 
French C.N.R.S and the University of Lyon. Professor J. 
Corbel was a head of French missions to Svalbard and 
organized French Polar Station in Kongsfiord. He 
organized karst laboratory in Calluire (close to Lyon), 
where Marian Pulina spent very significant period for his 
scientific career – contact with modern karst research 
methods, French karstology and polar studies. Cooperation 
with J. Corbel and his collaborators (i.e. Tatiana and 
Roland Muxart, Philippe Renaud) influenced later 
hydrochemical studies of Marian Pulina performed in 
different karst areas.  

First direct contact with Arctic Marian Pulina had in 
1972, when he participated in the third scientific expedition 
of the University of Wroclaw to Spitsbergen. From that 
time he started to work parallel on two scientific matters – 
speleology and glaciology. This meeting of so different 
disciplines resulted in the most characteristic for his 
scientific achievement and very first in the world science 
cryokarst and glacier caves studies. Almost every year 

Marian Pulina participated in or organized his own 
expeditions to Spitsbergen. He participated in organization 
of Polish Polar Station in Hornsund and was a head of the 
second whole year expedition in this station in 1979/1980. 
For many years Marian Pulina was a head of the Arctic 
Research Committee of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
and played a great role in developing and helping field 
research and caving expeditions in Spitsbergen (i.e. those of 
Jacques Shroeder from Canada or Josef Rehák and his 
group form Czech Rep.). He was one of the founders of 
Polar Club within the Polish Geographical Society. 

In the initiative of Adolfo Eraso, Marian Pulina and 
Jacques Schroeder, the Working Group of Glacier Caves 
and Karst in Polar Regions was established on the 10th 
International Congress of Speleology UIS in Budapest 
(Hungary) in 1989. Later the Working Group was replaced 
by the Commission of Glacier Caves and Karst in Polar 
Regions (GLACKIPR) and finally by the Commission of 
Glacier Caves and Cryokarst in Polar and High Mountain 
Regions (2000). He participated (even absent personally at 
the meeting, present scientifically by paper) from the 
beginning in almost every symposium of the Commission. 
2nd GLACKIPR symposium was organized by Marian 
Pulina in Poland and Czech Rep. (1992), 7th symposium in 
Caucasus held in time when Marian Pulina was very ill in 
September 2005. Long-term cooperation of Marian Pulina 
with Adolfo Eraso (President of the Commission) resulted 
in edition of the very basic book for glacier caves and 
cryokarst studies – Cuevas en hielo y rios bajo los glaciares 
(two issues of McGraw-Hill publisher in 1994 and 2001). 
When he was in hospital, his book written in cooperation 
with Jean-Noël Salomon – Les karst des régions 
climatiques extrêmes (Karstologia – Mémoires 14, 2005) 
was issued in Bordeaux. He was an author of the part 
dedicated to karst and cryokarst of polar and subpolar 
regions. It was the last book kept in his hands some days 
before passing. In the last three years international meetings 
were organized on Spitsbergen in the initiative of Marian 
Pulina. In 2003 he was a coorganizer of Geomorphologic 
Workshop of Polish Association of Geomorphologists. In 
2004 he organized international Glaciological Workshop, 
with participation of French and Slovene scientists. He 
initiated preparation of the monographic book of 
Spitsbergen, which Polish geographers would like to 
publish in 2007 – in the International Polar Year. Just 
before passing he finished to write his chapter to the 
monograph. 

Almost 50 years of activity of Marian Pulina in the 
society were equally effective and spectacular, inspiring 
some kind of culture in scientific behavior. We lost not only 
good organizer of our scientific activity, cave explorer and 
charismatic academic teacher, we lost very kind person and 
the Man of the great humanity. We lost the Friend.

 
Andrzej Tyc 

(Department of Geomorphology 
University of Silesia) 

 
We have lost a good friend, but life goes on though a little more empty… 

Adolfo Eraso 
President of GLACKIPR 
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SOME WORDS ABOUT MARIAN PULINA 
Marian Pulina was the member of Scientific 

Committee of 7 GLACKIPR symposium. But he could not 
take part in our symposium because of illness but he was 
going to write in the Proceedings article about 
achievements of the Polish cave explorers in studying of 
glacial caves. However to make it he had not time. In 
October, 22, 2005 Marian Pulina dead. Therefore in the 
Proceedings there is no his article to very big regret. 

With Marian Pulina the whole history layer of 
studying of glacial caves and a glacial karst (or cryokarst) 
has left. Marian Pulina was the bright representative of the 
Polish scientific school, which in his person has lost as 
outstanding karstologist, tireless researcher of a glacial 
karst, and also representative of the international 
speleological brotherhood. 

Marian Pulina was big friend the other USSR and 
Russia, and very much frequently was in Moscow, Siberia 
and on Caucasus. For us his researches of karst denudatin 
and karst massifs of Caucasus became classical. 

Last years I could study glacial caves on Spitsbergen. I 
already for a long time knew about works of the Polish 
scientists and their researches of glacial caves in different 
parts of archipelago. Very much it would be desirable to 
carry out teamwork but to make it unfortunately it was 
impossible. But always studying the literature I shall come 
across references to works of Marian Pulina, which has so 
much made for researches of glacial caves and a glacial 
karst on Spitsbergen. 

Marian Pulina stood at sources of creation of 
international commission «Glacier caves and karst in polar 
regions» of UIS and participated in many symposiums. 
The Polish station in from easy hand of Marian Pulina for 
many years became scientific base for numerous 
international expeditions on studying glacial caves. Some 
times I had to visit him in his room in Department of 
Geomorphology University of Silesia. Each time I was 
surprised with an abundance of books about a karst on its 
bookshelf. 

I not so frequently had contacts with Marian Pulina. I 
remember warm spring day when snow already began to 
melt and we walked with him on Moscow streets talking 
on all themes from scientific up to international. I saw and 
speak with him on symposiums of our commission and 
International Congress of Speleology in Switzerland. 
Some times I came to Poland to Speleological Schools, 
which invariable organized Marian Pulina during many 
years. 

Marian Pulina had extensive contacts to geologists of 
Institute of the Earth's Crust of the Russian Academy of 
Science in Irkutsk, he had with this institute joint projects 
and frequently invited employees of institute to Poland and 
itself came to Irkutsk. 

He was very big fan of glacial speleology. Such fact from 
his life was remembered to me. When he together with 
Adolfo Eraso prepared for the book for the edition, he has 
addressed to me with the request to send him the list of 
Russian publications, which are connected to studying 
glacial caves. Then I yet not very well knew this literature 
but all the same I prepared for the list and have sent it’s to 
Marian Pulina. When the book has come out of press I was 
pleasantly surprised when I have seen that the list of the 
Russian bibliography in the book was much more than what 
I have sent him. Means at that time Marian Pulina knew 
Russian scientific publications much better me. 

The Speleological School of 2002 when 65-anniversary 
of Marian Pulina was marked was remembered to me. After 
official party Marian Pulina has offered to gather in a room 
of students. We have lead all rest of evening in an 
environment of youth. And not once in this evening Marian 
Pulina spoke that the future is behind youth and he named 
itself by mammoth. For us in Russia we at the same situation 
would tell not the mammoth but the mastodon. 

Marian Pulina was always attentive and affable; he was 
always ready to conversation and cooperation. 
Now when Marian Pulina was dead it becomes more and 
more clear that we have lost the persons. It is necessary to 
hope that with death of Marian Pulina the business begun by 
him will be continued by his pupils and followers (I attribute 
myself to their number) and researches of glacial caves and a 
glacial karst will be continued. I think that in many respects 
due to scientific activity of Marian Pulina studying of glacial 
caves becomes necessary not only to cave explorers but also 
for glaciologists. We shall hope that in the future the seeds 
sown by Marian Pulina will bring not only rich shoots but 
also plentiful fruits. 

 
Bulat Mavlyudov 

 
(Department of Glaciology, 

Institute of geography  
Russian Academy of Sciences) 
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LIST OF MARIAN PULINA PUBLICATIONS 
connected with glacier caves and glacial karst 

 
Pulina, M. (1962) Snow cave in west Tatra Mts. Czas. 
Geogr., 33, 4. Wroclaw. 
Pulina, M. (1977) Remarques sur les phénomènes 
karstiques dans la partie méridionale du Spitsberg. Kras I 
Speleologia, 1(10), 104-129. Katowice. 
Pulina, M. (1979) Notes on ice-snow pseudokarst in South 
Spitzbergen. Results of investigations of the Polish 
Spitzbergen expeditions 1970-1974, 3, 1-8. Wroclaw.  
Pulina M. (1982) Karst related phenomena at the Bertil 
Glacier, West Spitsbergen. Kras i Speleologia, 4(12), 67-
82. Katowice. 
Pulina M. (1982) Notes on ice-snow pseudokarst in south 
Spitsbergen. Spitsbergen Expeditions 4. Acta Universitatis 
Wratislaviensis, 525, 199-205. Wroclaw. 
Misztal S., Pulina M. (1983) Investigations of glacier 
caves. Field investigations performed during the 
glaciological Spitsbergen Expedition in 1983. Interim 
Report, 26-33. Silesian Univ., Katowice. 
Pulina M. (1983) Hydrological and glaciological 
investigations on Bertil Glacier and in the Gronfjord region. 
Field investigations performed during the glaciological 
Spitsbergen Expedition in 1983. Interim Report, 39-46. 
Silesian Univ., Katowice.  
Pulina M. (1984) Glacierkarst phenomena in Spitsbergen. 
Norsk geogr. Tidsskr., 38(3-4): 163-168. Oslo. 
Pulina M. (1984) The effects of cryochemical processes in 
the glaciers and the permafrost in Spitsbergen. Polish Polar 
Research, 5(3-4), 137-163. Warszawa. 
Pulina, M., Pereyma, J., Kida, J. (1984) Characteristics of 
the polar hydrological year 1979/1980 in the basin of the 
Werenskiold Glacier, SW Spitsbergen. Polish Polar 
Research, 5(3-4), 165-182. Warszawa. 
Pulina, M., Pereyma, J., Kida, J., Krawczyk W.E. (1984) 
Characteristics of the polar hydrological year 1978-1979 in 
the basin of the Werenskiold Glacier, S.W. Spitsbergen. 
Polish Polar Research, 5(3-4), 165-182. Warsaw. 
Pulina M. (1986) Problematyka geomorfologiczna i 
hidroglacjoliczna poliskich wypraw na Spitsbergen w 
latach 1979, 1980. (The main problems of 
geomorphological and hydroglaciological research on 
Spitsbergen 1979, 1980). Czasopismo Geograficzne, 
LVII(3), 367-392. Wroclaw. 
Pulina M., Postnov I. (1989) Kras gipsowy w pуlnocno-
zachodniej czesci Ziemi Nordenskiolda - Zachodni 
Spitsbergen. (Gypsum karst in the NW part of 
Nordenskiold Land - West Spitsbergen). Kras i 
Speleologia, 6(15), 40-57. Katowice.  
Fagundo, J.R., Valdés, J.J., Pulina M. (1990) 
Hydrochemical investigations in extreme climatic areas: 
Cuba and Spitsbergen. Water Resources Management and 
Protection in Tropical Climates, 45-54. Stockholm.  
Pulina M. (1990) Geomorphological effects of the 
cryochemical process. Quaestiones Geographicae, (13-14), 
99-112. Adama Mieckiewicza Univ., Poznan. 
Krawczyk W.E., Pulina M. (1991) Proc. 1st Int. Symp. of 
glacier caves and karst in polar regions, Madrid, 1-5 
October 1990, Ed. A. Eraso, 185-198. Madrid. 
Pulina M., Rehák J. (1991) Glacial caves in Spitsbergen. 
Proc. 1st International Symposium of glacier caves and 

karst in polar regions, Madrid, 1-5 October 1990, Ed. A. 
Eraso, 93-117. Madrid. 
Pulina M. (1992) Glacio-karst gypseux de la zone polaire 
et préglaciaire (exemple du Spitsberg et de Sibérie 
orientale). Karst et évolutions climatiques, Hommage à 
Jean-Nicod, 267-283. Ed. Press, Univ. Bordeaux,  
Eraso A., Pulina M. (ed.) (1992) Proc. of 2nd Int. Symp. of 
Glacier Caves and Karst in Polar Regions. Silesian 
University, 127 p. Sosnowiec. 
Eraso A., Pulina M. (1994) Cuevas en hielo y rios bajo los 
glaciaires, 242 p. McGraw-Hill, Madrid.  
Jania, J., Pulina M. (1994) Polish hydrological studies in 
Spitsbergen, Svalbard: a review of some results. 10th Int. 
Northern Research Basins Symp. and Workshop. SINTEK 
Report, STF 22 A96415, 47-76. SINTEK, Trondheim.  
Leszkiewicz, J., Pulina, M. (1996) Comparison of the 
out.ow from the glacier and karst massif based on the 
studies of the basin of the Werenskiold Glacier river 
(Spitsbergen) and the streams Ancon and Canilla (West 
Cuba, Pan de Quajaibon). Spitsbergen Geographical 
Expedition, 93-112. Lublin.  
Krawczyk W. E., Pulina M., Rehák, J. (1997) Similarity 
between the hydrologic system of the Werenskiold Glacier 
(SW Spitsbergen) and a karst. Proc. of the 12th Int. 
Congress of Speleology, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Aug. 1997, 
Symposium 8, 1, Eds. J. Bauchle et al., 493-496. Basel. 
Pulina M. (1997) Relieves of surface on subpolar glaciers. 
Polish Polar Studies. 24th Polar Symposium, 215-222. 
Warszawa. 
Leszkiewicz J., Pulina M. (1997) Hydrological systems in 
carbonate karst and in subpolar glaciers. Similarities and 
differences. Proc. of the 12th Int. Congress of Speleology, 
La Chaux-de-Fonds, Aug. 1997, Symposium 8, 1, Eds. J. 
Bauchle et al., 489-492. Basel.  
Pulina M., Kolondra L., Rehak J. (1999) Charting of 
cryokarst forms on Werenskiold Glacier (SW Spitsbergen). 
Polish Polar Studies. XXVI Int. Polar Symp., 235-242. 
Maria Curie-Sklodowska University Press, Lublin. 
Pulina M., Krawczyk W.E., Galas W. (1999) Chemical 
characteristics of water in the Hornsund region in the 
summer of 1998. Polish Polar Studies. XXVI Int.l Polar 
Symp., 243-249. Maria Curie-Sklodowska University Press, 
Lublin. 
Leszkiewicz, J., Piasecki J., Pulina, M. (1999) Hydrology 
of the Werenskiold Glacier catchment area (South 
Spitsbergen) in summer 1998. Polish Polar Studies. XXVI 
Int. Polar Symp., 250-254. Maria Curie-Sklodowska 
University Press, Lublin. 
Pulina M., Andrejczuk W. (2000) Kras i Jaskinie (Karst 
and Caves). Wielka Encyklopedia Geografii Świata, XVII, 
360 p. Wydawnictwo Kurpisz, Poznan.  
Eraso A., Pulina M. (2001) Cuevas en hielo y rios bajo los 
glaciaires, 2nd edition, 279 p. McGraw-Hill. Madrid.  
Pulina M., Pereyma J., Piasecki J. (2002) Cryo-karst 
forms and caves in the glaciers of the southern Spitzbergen, 
1998-99. 5th Int. Symp. on Glacier Caves and Cryokarst in 
Polar and High Mountain Regions, Nimbus, Rivista della 
Societa Meteorologica Italiana, (23-24): 104-107. Turin.  
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